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Extra on Face Reading-General

Face/Palm Reading
General Reading
Unsustainable Wealth
Sparse eyebrows
Dented Chin
Nose bridge and nose wings with mole or breaks.

Periods
Forehead-early teens/Summer
Nose- before age 50 and after 30/Spring/Autumn
Chin-After age 50/Winter

Bad Signs on Face
Chip in
Cave in
Dented
Mole
Scar
Cleaved
Mark/stain
Lean/slant

Teeth
In reading teeth, the most important teeth are the two front teeth. The left tooth represents the father
while the right represents the mother. Neatly grown with the same size means the parents have a good
relationship and vice-versa.

Tongue
A good tongue has a red color while a bad tongue is dark and grey. The eastern and western medical
practitioner will also look at your tongue to diagnose the symptoms of an illness.

Cheekbones
The left cheekbone governs the age of 46 and the right governs the age of 47. Cheekbones also
determine a person’s authority and status in the community. Good cheekbones should not tilt upwards
but forward with nice textures. Colors such as grey, dark, black and red are bad and signal that your
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health related to your liver is bad.

Hairs
Good hair should be fine, soft and shiny. Hard, yellowish and dry hair is not good.

4 Ways to Determine a Person’s Communication Skills
Big eyes with strong spirit (focus ability)
A person with active eyes and a strong spirit or focus ability is said to be smart and sensitive in nature.
This person is capable and more adaptive in their communicational style and uses less offensive
approaches.
Thin lips and mouth with slight slant
A person with thin and light lips with a slight slant is said to be more offensive in communications. Such
a person is easily prone to office grievances and unnecessary conflicts.
Sharp tongue and uneven or loose teeth
Such a person is said to be less convincing when it comes to communicating, with empty promises or
an inability to deliver as promised. This person also likes to create office politics and unnecessary
grievances among colleagues.
Slanted nose
A person with such a nose is said to go all-out to get what he or she wants at any cost. Such a person is
unable to relate well and therefore has an inability to sustain a long-lasting relationship. Such a person
likes to find shortcuts in undertakings and seeks short-term gratification. If this person uses his or her
wit and charm in a proper manner, success is not far away.

5 points to find the right guy for you
Marriage and lasting relationships are hard to come by but with a little help from face reading your
confidence will be uplifted.
There are essentially five basic criteria for selecting a good male partner.
1. Eyes with strong spirit (focus ability)
Such a person is said to take relationships seriously and have a caring attitude. His ability to focus also
helps to think things through thoroughly. This enables him to tackle obstacles and grievances with tact
and grace.
2. Both ears are close to head (not flipping out)
Such a person is said to be empathic and an active listener. Active listeners are normally problem
solvers and kind-hearted. Such persons are also trustworthy.
3. Nose without any ‘breaks’
A male’s nose with breaks are said to affect his relationship. Noses represent the spouse and if his nose
is short with breaks then it signifies such a person is unable to communicate well with his spouse and
will be in constant disagreements with her. Contrary to a person with a high nose but without any
‘breaks’ or high bone, this person is said to respect his spouse and be able to communicate well but not
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necessarily be an active listener.
4. A round chin
A chin is said to govern a person’s later life and a good chin will provide a good later foundation of
support in later years for a person.
5. Downward eyebrows
Such a person is said to be indecisive when it comes to critical decision-making. However, if you intend
to make the most of the decisions then this person is right for you.

6 points to find the right girl for you
1. Fine eyebrows
Females with fine eyebrows are attentive persons. Such women are able to pay attention to details and
care for your well-being. Such caring persons are also able to tolerate and avoid confrontations with
their spouses.
2. Square teeth with red lips
A female with square teeth is said to be able to deliver promises as opposed to those with sharp teeth.
Teeth are an acronym to gold in ancient Chinese. That implies that such a person is trustworthy and
willing to keep secrets. Females with red lips are healthy and behave well according to ancient Chinese
medicinal studies. As a result, such a woman is ideal as a companion.
3. Flat or even face (between ear and nose)
This area of the face is said to provide a clue as to whether a person is autocratic or otherwise. This
area also governs a person’s ability to command forces. If a female has an obvious ‘stick-out’ in this
area, she will be spending more time at work than at home, which will result in a higher chance of
paying less attention to her relationships.
4. Nose without breaks or bumps
Females with a high and big nose with breaks are aggressive with proactive approaches. Such a female
is confident by nature and not willing to sit still, does not like the status quo and will constantly seek
revolution and ventures.
5. Ears with fine structure and close to head (not flipping out)
A female with big earlobes, soft ears, fine definitions and ears positioned close to the head is said to be
a good companion as such a person is an active listener and compassionate. Such qualities are
requisites for being a good companion.
6. Round chin
This is considered the most important criteria, as the chin is the support for the husband. A female with
a round chin is well rounded, from taking care of household work to childcare. Such a person is said to
provide a platform for her husband’s success.
Please write to info@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!

-Kerby Kuek
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